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There has been no shortage of events during the summer of 2020, so I have several important 
topics to share in this Newsletter. 
 
Of primary interest to ITAA members is the update on our 2020 Annual Meeting. I can assure 
you that your Executive Council members, Committee Chairs, and Annual Meeting Planning 
Committee members have been diligently working to ensure that our organization has a 
productive and appropriate Annual Meeting in 2020. I want to thank those of you who 
responded to surveys providing your insights and preferences as we navigated these uncharted 
waters. To achieve the goal of a safe and productive conference, the decision was been made 
to offer a virtual meeting in November – with key activities spanning the already-published 
dates of November 18-21. Happily, we can retain a Denver conference, which will be planned 
for 2022. 
 
Heartfelt thanks are extended to members of an Annual Meeting Special Task Force, convened 
by Nancy Rutherford (VP for Conferences), who worked quickly and with great dedication to 
identify the way we will roll out our 2020 Annual Meeting, with the new and appropriate 
theme: Pivoting for the Pandemic. Appreciation is extended to Kim Hahn, Domenique Jones, 
Nancy Miller, Mary Ruppert-Stroescu, Sherry Schofield, and Ping Wei for considering and 
recommending how the 2020 Annual Meeting will pivot to a virtual conference. Their 
recommendations have been approved by Executive Council, and are summarized here: 
 

• Registration: there will be a $60 early ITAA member registration fee ($120 for non-members) 
when paid by September 10. After September 10 the registration fee will be $120 for members 
($240 for non-members).  

• All research/teaching/concept papers will be presented through the iPosterSessions 
platform. Presenters will be contacts with links, instructions, and confirmation of 
participation. 

• The Design Exhibit will be presented for online viewing. Presenters will be contacted 
with information about posting their designs. 

• There will be opportunities for virtual meetings during our conference dates that include 
an opening session, keynote sessions, ITAA business meeting during a Town Hall, 
Distinguished Scholar Lecture, and faculty awards. 

• Graduate Students will have a virtual Fireside Chat. 
• Workshops and Special Topics Sessions will be offered virtually; presenters will be 

contacted to confirm inclusion in this year’s Annual Meeting. 
• Committee meetings and Board meeting will occur. 
• Colleges and Universities that want to host alumni gatherings may post information on 

the ITAA site if desired. 
• Best papers and design awards will be designated along with their corresponding 

presentations. 



• We will have a Conference Proceedings in the usual manner. 
 
This year will be different, but I’m confident no less stimulating and informative. In fact, we will 
have the opportunity to view clusters of presentations, then participate in questions and 
discussion sessions following our viewings. I’m looking forward to seeing this all roll out, and 
want to thank members – too countless to mention – who are pitching in to offer a hand in 
making the 2020 Annual Meeting happen. 
 
In addition to the work of our upcoming annual meeting, several important initiatives are 
underway – that you have undoubtedly seen in ITAA email blasts, but I want to synopsize here. 
This summer we have observed a global groundswell of recognition that Black Lives Matter, and 
we have celebrated Pride Month. Through various media outlets and personal conversations, 
we are reminded that our support for inclusivity, diversity, equity, and access must go beyond 
performative allyship; I am committed to this work in ITAA. Ally is a verb. Toward this end in 
ITAA, I have initiated two activities – Called to Action reviews and a Building Unity Task Force. 
 
The Building Unity task force is being formed for the purpose of advocating for inclusion, 
diversity, equity, and access (IDEA) within our organization. Members of the task force will be 
positioned to facilitate, support, and recognize ITAA members whose scholarship and/or 
teaching advances advocacy, justice and equality in our communities, in our academic 
discipline, and in the textiles and apparel industry. My vision is that what is initially a task force 
be transitioned to a standing committee in ITAA. It is important to keep in mind that it is not 
the responsibility of our colleagues of color or our LGBTQ+ colleagues to educate those of us 
who are not members of these communities. Rather, we all must be committed to learning, and 
to step up where we can make a difference and have a passion to lead. I am delighted that 
Jennifer Banning (Illinois State University) has agreed to chair the Building Unity Task Force. I 
urge you to contact Jennifer (jbannin@ilstu.edu), Ping Wei (pwei@itaaonline.org), or me 
(paulins@ohio.edu) if you would like to be a member of this Task Force. 
 
I hope you have enjoyed receiving Called to Action: Educational Perspectives and Resources 
emails throughout the summer – and there are more to come. You can find the published 
reviews on the ITAA website under “Useful Resources.” As I seek to be inclusive and introduce 
diverse perspectives into my research and teaching, I am inspired by the ideas and 
recommendations for references that have been presented through this forum. Please consider 
writing a review of a book, article, podcast, or curricular resource to include in this series! You 
can let either Ping or me know of your interest – or just send your review our way. 
 
2020 has certainly developed into a year like no other… but I guess, really, that is how most 
years seem. My best wishes for success and adventure are extended to each of you as you 
prepare for the looming fall semester. Whether you will reconnect with students and 
colleagues face-to-face, or continue communicating through virtual platforms, may your 
research, teaching, and service endeavors culminate in success. And, as we anticipate coming 
together in November for our ITAA Annual Meeting, albeit virtually, I hold positive expectations 
for a stimulating and engaging event.  
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